DAY 1 (DEC. 12): 39 PANELS

PANEL 1.01  DAY 1 (DEC 12)  Hours: 9.30-11.30  Room 510
RECONCEPTUALIZING SOUTHEAST ASIAN STUDIES
Convenor: Sunait Chutintaranond (Chulalongkorn University)
Panelists:
1. Southeast Asia Matters: Will a Dialogue of Civilizations Prevent Cultural Clashes and Geopolitical Conflict?
   Victor Roger Savage (National University of Singapore)
2. Neither Insider nor Outsider or Both: Multi-Directionality in Southeast Asian Studies
   Yoko Hayami (Kyoto University)
3. Recording the Past of A “Peoples without History”: An Urgent Task for Southeast Asian Scholars
   Barbara Watson Andaya (University of Hawai'i)
4. Reorienting the Historian’s Gaze Toward The Sea
   Leonard Andaya (University of Hawai'i)

PANEL 1.02  DAY 1 (DEC 12)  Hours: 12.50-15.50  Room 510
ON THE RISE: SOUTHEAST ASIAN STUDIES FOR REGION MAKING AND NETWORKING (ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSION)
Convenor: Mario Ivan Lopez (Kyoto University)
Panelists:
1. Philippe Peycam (International Institute for Asian Studies, The Netherlands)
2. Kaja McGowan (Cornell University)
3. Jeffrey Hadler (University of California, Berkeley)
4. Mark Thompson (City University of Hong Kong)
5. Chinh Van Nguyen (Vietnam National University)
6. Maohong Bao (Peking University)
7. Itty Abraham (National University of Singapore)
8. Anthony Reid (Australian National University)
9. Yasuyuki Kono (Kyoto University)
10. Soyeeun Kim (Korean Association of Southeast Asian Studies)
11. Mala Rajo Sathian (University of Malaya)
12. Shihong Bi (Yunnan University)

PANEL 1.03  DAY 1 (DEC 12)  Hours: 09.30-11.30  Room 554
DYNAMICS OF RURAL LIVELIHOODS AND FOOD SECURITY IN CONTEMPORARY SOUTHEAST ASIA
Convenor: Masahiko Matsuda (Ritsumeikan University)
Panelists:
1. Rural Livelihood Systems Facing Normal Ecological Hazards in The Central Dry Zone of Myanmar
   Masahiko Matsuda (Ritsumeikan University)
2. Risk Management Strategy in Mountainous Villages of Northern Laos
   Isao Hirota (Nagoya University) and Somneuk Chitpanya
3. Food Security in Small Islands: Dietary Patterns and Food Consumption Survey in Micronesia
   Sota Yamamoto (Kagoshima University)
4. The Role of the Private Sector to Climate Change Adaptation: The Preliminary Findings from Thailand, Vietnam And Indonesia
   Takaaki Miyaguchi (Ritsumeikan University)
5. Golden or Broken: A Comparative Study on The Socio-Economic Situation of Small-Scale Women Farmers in GMO-Farming and GMO-Free Communities in Luzon
   Abegail Rose Valenzuela (University of the Philippines, Diliman)

PANEL 1.04  DAY 1 (DEC 12)  Hours: 12.50-15.50  Room I
THE MONARCHY IN SOUTHEAST ASIA: PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE
Convenor: Stephen C. Druce (Universiti Brunei Darussalam)
Panelists:
1. Indigenous Monarchs during World War II: Four Javanese Case Studies
   Frank Dhont (Universiti Brunei Darussalam)
2. Brunei’s Monarchical System and The Freedom House Index
   Abdul Hai Bin Julay (Universiti Brunei Darussalam)
3. The Brunei Monarchy, Past and Present
   Mohammad Rafee Shahif (Universiti Brunei Darussalam)
4. The Bugis Queens and Female Aristocrats of South Sulawesi
   Stephen C. Druce (Universiti Brunei Darussalam)
5. The Monarchy in Brunei Darussalam
   B. A. Hussainmiya (Universiti Brunei Darussalam)
6. The Mixed Monarchy System of Islamic Country: Case Studies of Malaysia
   Cliff Fong (National Sun Yat-Sen University)
   Katja Rangsivek (University of Freiburg)

PANEL 1.05  DAY 1 (DEC 12)  Hours: 09.30-11.30  Room 555
TRANSBOUNDARY MAINLAND SOUTHEAST ASIA: LOVE/HATE, UPRISING AND POWERING
Convenor: Ukrist Pathmanand (Chulalongkorn University)
This panel is sponsored by the Japan Society for the Promotion of Science Research Project:
"Collaborative Research on Transitional Justice And Inclusive Economic Development in Developing
ASEAN Countries"
Panelists:
1. Friend and Foe: Thailand and Cambodia as Represented in Modern Thai and Cambodian
   Literary and Media Discourses
   Klairung Amratisha (Chulalongkorn University)
2. The Myanmar 2010 Election and the Transition to Democracy
   Nattapon Tantrakoonsab (Chulalongkorn University)
3. Democracy and Conflicts: Situating Political Debates in Thailand and Beyond
   Chantana Wungaeo (Chulalongkorn University)
4. Building “Culture of Nation” for the Survival of A Nation?: A Comparative Study between
   Thailand’s and Vietnam’s Scheme of National Culture and Its Legacy
   Morragotwong Phumplab (Thammasat University)
5. Cultural Memory in Cambodia
   Meng Vong (Royal Academy of Cambodia)

PANEL 1.06  DAY 1 (DEC 12)  Hours: 12.50-15.50  Room 501
URBAN ECOLOGY: THE STATE OF ASEAN’S CITIES, ISSUES AND CHALLENGES
Convenor: Danai Thaitakoo (Chulalongkorn University)
Panelists:
1. Urban Acupuncture – Bhumantara
   Johannes Widodo (National University of Singapore)
2. Urbanization has been Inducing Dynamic Wetland Environment with Asian Open Bill in
   Bangkok
   Yuji Hara (Wakayama University)
3. Urban Forestry in Metro Manila, Philippines
   Armando M. Palijon (University of The Philippines, Los Banos)
4. Linking Food, Land and Water Systems in Southeast Asian Cities
   Kazuaki Tsuchiya (University of Tokyo)
5. Urbanization and Its Impacts on Ecological Services of Bangkok’s Urban Ecosystem
   Thaitakoo Danai (Chulalongkorn University)
6. Resilience and Adaptation: The Legacies and Futures of ASEAN’s Cities
   Brain McGrath (The New School)

PANEL 1.07  DAY 1 (DEC 12)  Hours: 09.30-11.30  Room J
NEW SOCIAL HISTORIES
Chair: Chee Kiong Tong (Universiti Brunei Darussalam)
Panelists:
1. Pulling the Strings: The Effects of Military Occupation and Rule on Burmese Marionettes
   Kristina Tannenbaum (University of Hawai'i at Mānoa)
2. Towards the History of Youth in Southeast Asia: A History of Youth in Singapore
   Edgar Liao (University of British Columbia)
   John Lee Candelaria (University of the Philippines Los Baños)
4. Penology in the Context of The “Civilizing Mission”: Prisons in Colonial Philippines and Southeast Asia
   Aaron Abel Tolention Mallari (University of the Philippines)
5. Traditional Boat of Vietnam And Island Southeast Asia: Evidences from Historical and Ethnographical sources in Vietnam, Indonesia and Philippines
   Hai Thi Thanh Thieu (Vietnam National University, Hanoi; The University of Social Sciences and Humanities)
6. Southeast Asia as China’s "Lost Territory"
   Oi Yan Liu (University of Hong Kong)

PANEL 1.08  DAY 1 (DEC 12)  Hours: 12.50-15.50  Room 509
RELIGION AND NGO'S IN SOUTHEAST ASIA
Convenor: Philip Fountain (National University of Singapore)
Panelists:
1. Mapping Religious NGOs: The Taxonomic Imperative and The Policing of Religion in Southeast Asia
   Philip Fountain (National University of Singapore)
2. "The Little Ones to be Saved": (Religious) NGOs addressing Poor Children in The Slums of Bangkok
   Giuseppe Bolotta (National University of Singapore)
3. Religion and NGOs in Post Tsunami Aceh and Nias Islands
   Hilman Latief (Muhammadiyah University of Yogyakarta)
4. NGO-ization of Buddhist Associations in Myanmar
   Keiko Tosa (Tokyo University of Foreign Studies)
5. Networking Localism: NGOs and Development Monks in Northeast Thailand
   Dylan Southard (Osaka University)
   Chika Watanabe (University of Manchester)
7. Thai Royal Projects and Islamic Philanthropy in Malay South Thailand
   Christopher Joll (Chiang Mai University)
Discussant: Catherine Scheer (National University of Singapore)

PANEL 1.09  DAY 1 (DEC 12)  Hours: 09.30-11.30  Room 662
MEDDLING MONSTERS: THE REAL FACE OF ORDER IN SOUTHEAST ASIA
Convenor: Patricio N. Abinales (University of Hawaii)
Panelists:
1. So Young, So Educated, So Thuggish: Fraternities and Violence in the Philippines
   Patricio Abinales (University of Hawai'i)
2. Privatization of Security and Violence in Indonesia with a Comparative Perspective
   Masaaki Okamoto (Kyoto University)
3. From Judicial Activism to Judicial Coup: Politicization of the Judiciary in Thai politics
   Somchait Preechasinlapakun (Chiang Mai University)
4. De-democratization, Uncivil Society and the Role of Conservative Middle Class in Thailand
   Vienrat Nethipo (Chulalongkorn University)
5. “Developmental State” under Hegemonic Party: Case Study of Developmental Budget in Malaysia
   Ayame Suzuki (Doshisha University)
THE EMERGING MYANMAR AND THE RESURGENCE OF TRADITIONAL AGRARIAN QUESTIONS
Convenor: Koichi Fujita (Kyoto University)
This panel is sponsored by Japan Society for the Promotion of Science Research Project: "Collaborative Research on Transitional Justice and Inclusive Economic Development in Developing ASEAN Countries"

Panelists:
1. Land Utilization and Emerging Credit Markets in Two Mountainous Villages in Northern Shan State, Myanmar
   Makoto Inoue (University of Tokyo), Ei Ei Hlaing (Forestry Research Institute), Win Win Nwe (Forestry Research Institute) and Koichi Fujita (Kyoto University)
2. Production, Processing and Marketing Structure of Rubber and Inter-linked Credit Markets in Two Villages in Mon State, Myanmar
   Koichi Fujita (Kyoto University) and Hla Myint (Myanmar Rubber Planters and Producers Association)
3. Rural Class Structure, Income Earnings, and Credit Markets in Two Villages in Central Dry Zone and Ayeyarwady Delta, Myanmar
   Hnin Yu Lwin (Yezin Agricultural University), Ikuko Okamoto (Toyo University), and Koichi Fujita (Kyoto University)
4. Impact of Poppy Eradication and Introduction of Sugarcane Contract Farming in a Village under Highly Inequitable Land Distribution in Kokan, Shan State, Myanmar
   Yalei Zhai (Kyoto University) and Koichi Fujita (Kyoto University)

PANEL 1.11 DAY 1 (DEC 12) Hours: 15.00-17.00 Room J
ENVIRONMENT SUSTAINABILITY IN SOUTHEAST ASIA
Chair: Yumi Kato (Kyoto University)

Panelists:
1. Economic Circularization in Urban Southeast Asia: The Influence of Convenience and Social Norms on Recycling Behavior
   Sonny Ben Rosenthal (Nanyang Technological University)
2. Vehicle-mounted Speakers, Noise Policy and Health Issues in Southeast Asian Contexts
   Vallaurie Lynn Crawford (Taipei Medical University)
3. Environmental and Social Impact of Land Use Development: Case of Nongtha Newtown Project Chanthabuly District Vientiane Capital
   Palikone Thalongsengchanh (The National University of Lao; National Agriculture and Forestry Research Institute, Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry)
   Do Van Tran (Kyoto University)

PANEL 1.12 DAY 1 (DEC 12) Hours: 09.30-11.30 Room I
DEMOCRATIZATION AND HUMAN RIGHTS IN THE REGIONAL ORDER
Chair: Yoshihiro Nakanishi (Kyoto University)

Panelists:
1. Free to Trust the Unknown: The UN Transitional Authority in Cambodia seen from Below
   Katrin Julia Travouillon (Philips-University Marburg)
2. Political Dynasty in the Development of Constitutional Democracy in Indonesia
   Aminoto and Dian Agung Wicaksono (Universitas Gadjah Mada)
3. Sources of Democratization and the Construction of "Regionness": Analyzing ASEAN’s Claims to Human Rights and Democracy
   Maria-Gabriela Manea (University of Freiburg)
4. Corruption and Reform in Historical Perspective: Lessons, Implications of Present Initiatives and Future Directions: The Philippine Democratic Experiment
   Antonius C. Umali and Milfred Dano (Polytechnic University of the Philippines)
5. Human Rights in ASEAN: Taking Slow and Reluctant Steps
   Aurora J. Dedios (Miriam College)

PANEL 1.13 DAY 1 (DEC 12) Hours: 12.50-14.50 Room 664
THE ROLE OF MEDIA AND POLITICAL TRANSFORMATION IN CONTEMPORARY SOUTHEAST ASIA
Convenor: Tsukasa Iga (Kyoto University)

Panelists:
1. Media and Political Transformation under Competitive Authoritarianism: Malaysian and Cambodian Cases
   Tsukasa Iga (Kyoto University)
2. Media, Politics and Democratization in Southeast Asia
   Ubonrat Siriyuvasak (Chulalongkorn University)
3. Media and Political Transformation in Thailand
   Nualnoi Treerat (Chulalongkorn University)
4. The Role of Media and Political Transformation in Contemporary Southeast Asia: The Philippine case
   Ma. Teresa Vitug (The Rappler, Philippines)
5. Thailand’s Internet Culture: Censorship, Partisanship and Defamation
   Thaweeporn Kummetha (Thai Netizen Network) and Duncan McCargo (University of Leeds)

SPECIAL PANEL 1.14    DAY 1 (DEC 12)   Hours: 15.00-17.00   Room 104
WRITING FOR PUBLICATION: WHAT EDITORS LOOK FOR, AND COMMON MISTAKES BY AUTHORS (1)
Convenor: Paul Kratoska (National University of Singapore)

Panelists:
1. Paul Kratoska (Publishing Director, NUS Press; Editor, Journal of the Malaysian Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society; Former Editor, Journal of Southeast Asian Studies)
2. Filomeno V. Aguilar (Editor, Philippine Studies: Historical and Ethnographic Viewpoints)
3. Christopher Baker (Editor, Journal of the Siam Society)
4. Narumi Shitara (Managing Editor, Southeast Asian Studies)

PANEL 1.15    DAY 1 (DEC 12)   Hours: 09.30-11.30   Room 665
BEYOND CRISSES AND TRAPS: SEARCHING FOR SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT AND POLITICAL STABILITY
Convenor: Motoko Kawano (National Graduate Institute for Policy Studies)

Panelists:
1. Technological Capability Development and Innovation in Thailand after Financial Crisis: The Case of Electronics, Automotive and Food Industries
   Patarapong Intarakumnerd (National Graduate Institute for Policy Studies)
2. Labor Markets, Social Policy and Development Dilemmas in Malaysia
   Hwok Aun Lee (University of Malaya)
3. Rediscovering Rubber: Competitiveness, Productivity and Politics in Malaysia and Thailand
   Motoko Kawano (National Graduate Institute for Policy Studies)
   Wahyu Prasetyawan (Syarif Hidayatullah Islamic State University)
5. Indonesia's Full-set Development Strategy: Historical and Theoretical Contexts
   Yuri Sato (Institute of Developing Economies)
6. The Agency behind Rice Importations in the Philippines
   Jamie S. Davidson (National University of Singapore)

Discussants:
1. Boo Teik Khoo (National Graduate Institute for Policy Studies)
2. Keiichi Tsunekawa (National Graduate Institute for Policy Studies)

PANEL 1.16    DAY 1 (DEC 12)   Hours: 12.50-14.50   Room J
CIVIL SOCIETY AND SOCIAL MOVEMENTS IN THE REGION
Chair: Hiromu Shimizu (Kyoto University)

Panelists:
1. Community and Development: The Challenge to Dominant Discourse in Thailand
   Siya Uthai (Humboldt University)
2. From Banglamung Thailand to Dawei Myanmar: Documentary and Empowerment of Southeast Asian Social Movements
   Unaloam Chanrungrameekul (Sukhothai Thammathirat Open University)
3. A Historical Comparative Analysis on Legislating Gender-related Moralties in Post-colonial Indonesia: Mapping the "Chaotic Evolution"
   Mei-Hsien Lee (National Chi Nan University) and Wooi Han Lee (Macquarie University)
4. Myanmar's Non-Governmental Organizations: Present Situation and Development Prospect
   Chen Liang (Yunnan University)

PANEL 1.17  DAY 1 (DEC 12)  Hours: 15.00-17.00  Room 664
DEVELOPMENT OF ACCOUNTABILITY SYSTEMS AND THEIR IMPACT ON DEMOCRATIZATION IN SOUTHEAST ASIAN COUNTRIES
Convenor: Ayako Toyama (Kyoto University)
Panelists:
1. Politics of Accountability in Indonesia: A Case of Jakarta Governorship
   Ken Miichi (Iwate Prefectural University)
2. Political Scandals and Societal Accountability in Contemporary Malaysia: The Role of New Media and Opposition Parties in Democratizing Society
   Tsukasa Iga (Kyoto University)
   Saya Kiba (Doshisha University)
   Ayako Toyama (Kyoto University)
5. Pork Barreling and Developmental Outcomes
   Ronald David Holmes (Australian National University)

PANEL 1.18  DAY 1 (DEC 12)  Hours: 09.30-11.30  Room 501
WHEN EAST ASIA MEETS SOUTHEAST ASIA IN SOUTHEAST ASIAN STUDIES - ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSION
Convenor: Michael Hsiao Hsin-Huang (Academica Sinica)
Panelists:
1. Maohong Bao (Peking University)
2. Aileen Baviera (University of the Philippines, Diliman)
3. Ikrar Nusa Bhakti (Indonesian Institute of Sciences)
4. Junko Koizumi (Kyoto University)
5. Hong Liu (Nanyang Technological University)
6. Park Jang Sik (Korean Association of Southeast Asian Studies)
7. Suthiphand Chirathivat (Chulalongkorn University)

PANEL 1.19  DAY 1 (DEC 12)  Hours: 12.50-14.50  Room 552
SUHARTO AND MARCOS AT THE CROSSROADS OF MEMORY: COMPARING TRANSITIONAL JUSTICE IN INDONESIA AND THE PHILIPPINES
Convenor: Lisandro Claudio (Kyoto University)
Panelists:
1. The Politics of the Past in Present-Day Indonesia
   Kimura Ehito (University of Hawai’i)
2. The Indonesia’s 1965 Purge and the Post-Suharto Transitional Justice
   Akihisa Matsuno (Osaka University)
3. Marcos Nostalgia and the Failure of Babyboomer Leftists
   Lisandro Claudio (Kyoto University)
Discussant: Lisandro Claudio (Kyoto University)

PANEL 1.20  DAY 1 (DEC 12)  Hours: 15.00-17.00  Room 103
LOCAL GOVERNMENT ELITE SURVEY IN SOUTHEAST ASIA: COMPARISON AMONG THAILAND, INDONESIA AND THE PHILIPPINES
Convenor: Fumio Nagai (Osaka City University)
Panelists:
1. Quantitative Anatomy of Local Governance in Southeast Asia
   Fumio Nagai (Osaka City University)
2. Local Capability in Thailand
   Kasuhiro Kagoya (Kanto Gakuin University) and Fumio Nagai (Osaka City University)
3. Changing Local Elite Selection in Thailand: Emergence of New Local Government Presidents after Direct Election
   Tsuruyo Funatsu (Abe) (Institute of Developing Economies)
4. Do Mayors' Orientations Matter on Local Governance? A Case Study in the Philippines
   Kenichi Nishimura (Center of International Education and Exchange) and Jun Kobayashi (Seikei University)
5. Political Leadership, Local Bureaucracy and Government Performance in Indonesian Local Government
   Yosuke Sunahara (Osaka University)

PANEL 1.21 DAY 1 (DEC 12) Hours: 12.50-14.50 Room 663
MEDIA AND GENDER REPRESENTATION IN SOUTHEAST ASIA
Chair: Noa Nishimoto (Kyoto University)
Panelists:
1. Negotiated Voices: Women’s Representations on Sexuality in Men’s and Women’s Magazines in the Philippines
   Frieda Joy Angelica Olay Ruiz (Osaka University)
2. Thailand: The Society of Incongruent Communication and Double-bind, Case Study on Sexuality and Reproductive Health Promotion through the Series “Hormones”
   Chinda Thiraphon (Nagoya University) and Worrawan Jiranthanapiwat (University for Peace, Costa Rica)
3. The Cost of Mobility: Representations of Prostitutes with HIV/AIDS in Le Hoang’s Bargirls and Nguyen Thanh Van’s The Little Hearts
   Qui Ha Nguyen (University of Southern California)
4. Interfacing the Visual and the Textual in the Gay Anthologies of The Philippines and Singapore
   Miguel Antonio Lizada (Ateneo de Manila University) and Juan Miguel Leandro Quizon (Don Bosco Technical College)

PANEL 1.22 DAY 1 (DEC 12) Hours: 09.30-11.30 Room 104
POWER ELITES AND POLITICAL CHANGE IN SOUTHEAST ASIA
Convenor: Mark Thompson (City University of Hong Kong)
Panelists:
1. Fifty Shades of Federalism: Revisiting Malaysia in the ‘Gray Zone’
   William Case (City University of Hong Kong)
2. Local Power and “New” Elites in Indonesia
   Nankyung Choi (City University of Hong Kong)
3. Power and Competition in the New Politics Vietnam
   Jonathan London (City University of Hong Kong)
4. EDSA, Dos, Tres: Historicized Elite Discourses of Rebellion and Class Power
   Mark Thompson (City University of Hong Kong)
5. Singapore's Power Elite and Growing Political Activism
   Stephan Ortmann (City University of Hong Kong)
   Teresa Encarnacion Tadem (University of The Philippines, Diliman)

PANEL 1.23 DAY 1 (DEC 12) Hours: 15.00-17.00 Room K
THE EAST ASIAN ECONOMIC CRISIS OF 1997-1998 REVISITED: A ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSION
Convenor: Takashi Shiraishi (National Graduate Institute for Policy Studies)
Panelists:
1. Ginandjar Kartasasmita (Presidential Adviser, Indonesia)
2. Thanong Bidaya (National Institute of Development Administration)
3. Cayetano Paderanga (Development Academy of The Philippines)
4. Eisuke Sakakibara (Aoyama Gakuin University)

**PANEL 1.24** DAY 1 (DEC 12)  
**HOURS:** 09.30-11.30  
**ROOM:** 509  
**ENVIRONMENT AND SOCIETY: EXPLORING NEW RESEARCH AGENDA**  
Convenor: Nathan Badenoch (Kyoto University)  
Panelists:
1. Sustainable Humanosphere Studies in Southeast Asia  
   Yasuyuki Kono (Kyoto University)
2. Forest, Agricultural, and Urban Transitions in Mainland Southeast Asia: Synthesizing Knowledge and Developing Theory  
   Jefferson Fox (East-West Center)
3. Advances in Collaborative Modelling and Simulation for Natural Renewable Resource Management in Southeast Asia  
   Guy Trebuil (CIRAD, Montpellier)
4. Gigantic "6Ds" in Geriatrics among Southeast Asia as well as Japan  
   Kozo Matsubayashi (Kyoto University)
5. Climate Variability and Seasonal Rice Yield Forecasts in Thailand and Southeast Asia: A Research and Implementation Framework  
   Attachai Jintrawet (Chiang Mai University), et al.
   Stephen Leisz (Colorado State University)
7. Population Increase, Temporary Transnational Migration, and Paddy Holdings in A Rural Village of Laos  
   Satoshi Yokoyama (Nagoya University)

**PANEL 1.25** DAY 1 (DEC 12)  
**HOURS:** 12.50-14.50  
**ROOM:** 662  
**STATES AND SURVEILLANCE: COMPARATIVE COLONIAL STATE FORMATION IN SOUTHEAST ASIA**  
Convenor: Takeshi Onimaru (Kyushu University)  
Panelists:
1. Blind Like A State: Policing and the Avoidance of Information in the Colonial Indonesia  
   Robert Cribb (Australian National University)
2. The Genesis of “Surveillance State”?: State Surveillance in Colonial Singapore in 1920s and 30s  
   Takeshi Onimaru (Kyushu University)
3. The Meaning and Measure of Independence: Sanitation, Hygiene, Nutrition, and Education in the Colonial Philippines, 1900-1935  
   Planta Mercedes (University of the Philippines)
   Noriyuki Osada (Institute of Developing Economies)
5. French Colonial Police and Surveillance of Daily Life: A Comparative Perspective  
   Akihito Kudo (Gakushuin Women's College)

**PANEL 1.26** DAY 1 (DEC 12)  
**HOURS:** 15.00-17.00  
**ROOM:** 663  
**THE POLITICAL-ECONOMICAL DEVELOPMENT OF SOUTHEAST ASIA AND ITS CHALLENGES: TAIWAN'S PERSPECTIVE**  
Convenor: Hugh Pei-Hsiu Chen (National Chi Nan University)  
Panelists:
1. Multi-level Cooperation and the Future of Regional Integration in Southeast Asia  
   Tung Chieh Tsai and Tony Liu (National Chung Hsing University)
2. CLMV plus T in the AEC 2015: The Rising of Continental Southeast Asia and its Implications to Taiwan  
   Hugh Pei-Hsiu Chen (National Chi Nan University)
3. The Political Economy of Development and Governance in Vietnam: Challenges and Obstacles
   Jenn-Jaw Soong (National Cheng-Kung University)
4. The Dilemma of Political Security in Thailand
   Shangmao Chen (Fo Guan University)
5. Political Analysis of Chinese Economic Diplomacy towards ASEAN: The Case of Cambodia
   Wen-Chih Chao (National Chung Cheng University)

PANEL 1.27  DAY 1 (DEC 12)  Hours: 09.30-11.30  Room 663
ETHNIC RE/FORMATION AT MARGIN: NEGOTIATIONS WITH INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTIONS, GLOBAL NGOS AND WORLDWIDE MISSIONARIES IN INSULAR SOUTHEAST ASIA
Convenor: Kazufumi Nagatsu (Toyo University)
Panelists:
1. The Making of “Pious Bajau”: Two Cases of Islamization at Margin in Malaysia and Indonesia
   Kazufumi Nagatsu (Toyo University)
2. Creating Space to Live through Negotiations with NGOs and Evangelical Missionaries: Experience of the Sama Dilaut in the Urban Philippines
   Waka Aoyama (University of Tokyo)
3. Who are the Bangsamoro People? Reforming the Notion of Bangsamoro in the Peace Process between the Philippine Government and the Moro Islamic Liberation Front
   Masako Ishii (Osaka University)
4. New Development or Transformation of the Bugis Association in Sabah, Malaysia
   Makoto Ito (Tokyo Metropolitan University)
5. The Refugee and the Cross: Religion, Languages, and the Borderland in Timor island
   Shintaro Fukutake (Sophia University)
6. Change in the Consciousness of ‘Sea People’: Focusing on the Self/Other-representation of the Moken after the 2004 Indian Ocean Tsunami
   Yuki Suzuki (Toyo University)

PANEL 1.28  DAY 1 (DEC 12)  Hours: 12.50-14.50  Room 554
ARTS AND REPRESENTATIONS IN MODERN SOUTHEAST ASIA
Chair: Riyo Naoi (Kyoto University)
Panelists:
1. A 21st-Century Discourse of Civilization in the Representation of the Cultural Landscape of the SEA countries in Thai Visual Media
   Pasoot Lasuka (Chiang Mai University)
2. Green Togas: The Bandung School and Modern Art in Indonesia in the New Order Period
   Anissa Rahadiningtyas (Cornell University)
3. Modernity, Mobility, Connections and Exchanges Through Architecture and Infrastructure in Southeast Asia: A Media and Visual Presentation of Singapore and Indonesia
   Ian Patrick Austin (Edith Cowan University)
4. Is There a Nation in This Region: Visayan Language Cinema in Cebu
   Paul Douglas Grant (University of San Carlos)
   Marie Jacqueline Aquino Siapno (Centro Para a Mulher e Estudos do Genero)

PANEL 1.29  DAY 1 (DEC 12)  Hours: 15.00-17.00  Room 554
CONTEMPORARY ISSUES IN REGIONAL MIGRATION
Chair: Pavin Chachavalpongpun (Kyoto University)
Panelists:
1. Prospects of Intra-regional Labor Migration Collaboration and Development in East Asia (Northeast Asia and ASEAN)
   Aaron Grajo Laylo (University of Tokyo)
2. Without Money, What Do They Bring Back to Their Homeland? The Social Remittances of Thai Migrant Workers in Taiwan
   Jung-Hsiu Liu (National Chi-Nan University)
3. Transnational Religious Connections and Migrant Communities: A Case Study of Filipinos in South Korea
   Bubbles Beverly Asor (National University of Singapore)

4. The Islamic Education Paths of the First Generation of Patani Muslimah in Malay World: Experiences of Two Muslimah who Graduated from Mahaad Saniah, Pasir Puteh, Kelantan, Malaysia
   Taweeluck Pollachom (Walailak University)

**PANEL 1.30** DAY 1 (DEC 12) Hours: 09.30-11.30 Room 664

**RE-ORDERING SOUTHEAST ASIA: A NEW CENTRE IN THE MAKING?**
Convenor: Alan Hao Yang (National Chengchi University)
Panelists:
1. Re-ordering Southeast Asia in Nesting Regionalism: ASEAN Centrality and Power Politics in Debates
   Alan Hao Yang (National Chengchi University)
   Tsai Wei Sun (National Chengchi University)
3. Japan’s Asia Policy in the 1960s: In Asia or With Asia?
   Ting-Ting Yeh (Waseda University)
4. Intersecting Trajectories: Indonesia and The ASEAN Socio-Cultural Community
   Linda Quayle (University of Nottingham Malaysia Campus)
   Eufracio Primer C. Pagunuran (University of the Philippines)

**PANEL 1.31** DAY 1 (DEC 12) Hours: 12.50-15.50 Room 555

**RELIGION AND COMMUNITY**
Chair: Julius Bautista (Kyoto University)
Panelists:
1. Block Rosary: Recontextualizing Filipino Prayer in Modern Japan
   Alec R. Lemay (Sophia University)
2. The Quest for “Adab”: Arabic Cosmos and Southeast Asian Space of Islamic Thought
   Zacky Khairul Umam (Freie Universitaet Berlin)
3. Buddhism, Supernaturalism, and Local Religious Perspectives in Mainland Southeast Asia
   Julia Cassaniti and Piyawit Moonkham (Washington State University)
4. Lay Buddhist Charity: Socially-engaged Buddhism, Exchange with Supernatural Powers and Worldly Authority
   Hoang Anh Thu Le (Australian National University)
5. Tracing Theosophical Influences in Vietnam: Cultural and Political Histories
   Jeremy Jammes (Universiti Brunei Darussalam)
6. Reimagining Minority Religious Communities in Urban Indonesia: Negotiating Local and Global Dynamics
   Chang Yau Hoon (Singapore Management University)
7. Transnational Islam in Indonesia and its Implications to National Security
   Indriana Kartini (Indonesian Institute of Sciences)
8. Corporeality and the Power of Transgendered Mediumship in Northeast Thailand
   Visisya Pinthongvijayakul (Australian National University)

**PANEL 1.32** DAY 1 (DEC 12) Hours: 09.30-11.30 Room 552

**RURAL RESISTANCE ACROSS SOUTHEAST ASIA**
Chair: Satomi Shiodera (Kyoto University)
Panelists:
1. When Old and New Institutions Clash: Challenges of Mobilizing Remote Hill Communities in the Face of Dispossession
   SiuSue Mark (Erasmus University)
2. Land-Use Change and Indigenous People’s Life. Case Study: The Vietnam Central Highlands
   Chi Huynh Anh Thai (Ho Chi Minh University of Culture)
3. Palm Oil Plantations in Southeast Asia: Changing Landscapes and the Rural Poor
Maria Cecilia Medina (University of the Philippines)
4. Elite-Peasant Relations in Post-Authoritarian Indonesia: Democratization or Dispossession?
   Iqra Anugrah (Northern Illinois University)

PANEL 1.33  DAY 1 (DEC 12)  Hours: 12.50-15.50  Room 665
INTRA-ASIA DYNAMICS: MOBILITY OF IDEAS AND INTELLECTUAL EXCHANGE IN SOUTHEAST ASIA
Convenor: Hong Liu (Nanyang Technological University)
Panelists:
1. Learning to be Traditional: The Indigenous Imagination of Tradition in Southeast Asia in the Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries
   Michael Charney (University of London)
2. Vietnam's Policies on the South China Sea: A Micro-Analysis of its Internal Politics and Historical Factors
   Yung Lung Lee (Xiamen University)
3. Imagining Modernity in Cosmopolitan spaces: Convergent Forces and Divergent Identities in Colonial Singapore
   Keng We Koh (Nanyang Technological University)
4. Thai Migrant Workers: Singapore's Working Class Cosmopolitanism
   Niti Pawakapan (Chulalongkorn University)
5. “One Belt One Road” Initiative and China’s Engagement with Southeast Asia: A Transnational Network Perspective
   Xin Fan (Nanyang Technological University)
   Xiao-ping Wang (University of Kitakyushu)
Discussant: Hong Liu (Nanyang Technological University)

PANEL 1.34  DAY 1 (DEC 12)  Hours: 15.00-17.00  Room 552
COASTAL ENVIRONMENT AND RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
Chair: Masayuki Itoh (Kyoto University)
Panelists:
   Ma. Luisa De Leon Bolinao (University of the Philippines, Diliman)
2. Conservation, Culture and Social Innovation in Tomini Bay, Sulawesi, Indonesia
   Basri Amin and Syamsu Qamar Badu (State University of Gorontalo)
3. Middle Men Network: Fish Marketing and Production Mobility in Northern Thailand
   Tanyawat Kampa (Chiang Mai University)

PANEL 1.35  DAY 1 (DEC 12)  Hours: 09.30-11.30  Room 103
INNOVATION :: ENVIRONMENT :: CITY
Convenor: Hallam Stevens (Nanyang Technological University)
Panelists:
1. Ecotechnological City: Managing Space, Innovation, and People at Singapore’s Fusionopolis
   Hallam Stevens (Nanyang Technological University)
2. ‘Garden City’ memes, dreams and schemes for Singapore: Comparing Gardens by the Bay to the Ground Up Initiative
   David Sadoway (Nanyang Technological University)
3. Creative City Development in Bandung City: Using ANT to Understanding Development Process
   Galuh Syahbana Indraprahasta (Indonesian Institute of Sciences)
   Lisa Onaga (Nanyang Technological University)

PANEL 1.36  DAY 1 (DEC 12)  Hours: 12.50-14.50  Room K
COUP REDUX: THE MILITARY IN THAI POLITICS
Convenor: Tyrell Haberkorn (Australian National University)
Panelists:
1. Without Account: Coup Amnesties in Thailand
   Tyrell Haberkorn (Australian National University)
2. Shielding the Thai Military from Accountability in the 2010 Violent Crackdown
   Puangthong Pawakapan (Chulalongkorn University)
3. Spy, Social Movement and Social Network: The Interference of Thai government on Cyber-space during Junta 2014
   Tossapon Tassanakunlapan (Chiang Mai University)

PANEL 1.37 DAY 1 (DEC 12) Hours: 15.00-17.00 Room 662
BUSINESS AND BANKING IN SOUTHEAST ASIA
Chair: Fiona Seiger (Kyoto University)
Panelists:
1. Banking Reform in the CLV Countries: The Impacts of the Globalization
   Suwannarat Meesomboonpoonsuk (Thammasat University)
2. A Political Economic Comparative Study on the Southeast Asian Automotive Industry
   Wan-Ping Tai (Cheng Shiu University)
   Kun-Lu Wu (Ming Chuan University) and I-Chun Kung (National Chi-Nan University)
4. The Implementation of the Conditional Cash Transfer Program: A Clash and Convergence of
   Philippine Politics and Development Initiatives
   Anthony Sarino Orozco (Polytechnic University of the Philippines)

PANEL 1.38 DAY 1 (DEC 12) Hours: 9.30-11.30 Room K
THE POLITICS OF ASIAN DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE IN SOUTHEAST ASIA
Convenor: Michael Feener and Robin Bush (National University of Singapore)
Panelists:
1. Convergence or Divergence: China’s Impact on the Contemporary Aid Landscape
   Anthea Mulakala (Asia Foundation)
2. Asian Solution to Asian Problems?: Development Cooperation in Asia by Asian Donors
   Eun Mee Kim (Ewha Woman's University)
3. The Limits of South–South Cooperation: Perspectives from the Southern Receivers in Mekong
   Sub-Region
   Siriporn Wajjawalki (Thammasat University)
4. The Role of Ethnic Chinese in Influencing the Choices of Donor Countries in Lao.
   Mi-Kyeng Jeong (Busan University of Foreign Studies)

PANEL 1.39 DAY 1 (DEC 12) Hours: 12.50-14.50 Room 104
SMALL-SCALE FISHERIES AND COASTAL COMMUNITIES IN SOUTHEAST ASIA
Convenor: Satoshi Ishikawa and Kazuo Watanabe (Research Institute for Humanity and Nature)
Panelists:
1. Coastal Communities in Thailand
   Kaewnern Methee (Kasetsart University), et.al.
2. Coastal Small Scale Fisheries in Thailand
   Anukorn Boutson (Kasetsart University), et.al.
3. Small Scale Fisheries in the Philippines: The Case of Batan Bay
   Harold Modoc Monteclaro (University of the Philippines, Visayas), et.al.
4. Fishers and the Fisheries in Western Visayas, Philippines
   Alice Joan Ferrer (University of the Philippines, Visayas), et.al.
5. Regional Characteristics of Coastal Ecosystem in Southeast Asia
   Yuki Okamoto (Research Institute for Humanity and Nature), et.al.
Discussants:
1. Iqbal Djawad (Hasanuddin University)
2. Kazuo Watanabe (Research Institute for Humanity and Nature)
3. Satoshi Ishikawa (Research Institute for Humanity and Nature)
DAY 2 (DEC. 13): 40 PANELS

PANEL 2.01 DAY 2 (DEC 13) Hours: 9.30-11.30 Room 501
TEACHING SOUTHEAST ASIAN STUDIES FOR THE NEXT GENERATION
Chair: Nathan Badenoch (Kyoto University)
Panelists:
1. The Literature Classroom as Advocacy: Training the Next Generation of Southeast Asian Literary Scholars
   Lily Rose Tope (University of The Philippines)
2. SEASIA Link: A Vision for the Future of Serving Southeast Asia Scholarship and Research
   Virginia Jing-yi Shih (University of California, Berkeley)
3. What is Major Misconception between Thailand and Neighboring Countries after Cold War ended?
   Ukrit Pathmanand (Chulalongkorn University)
4. The Language Conundrum and ASEAN Studies in Southeast Asian Studies (SEAS)
   Mala Rajo Sathian (University of Malaya)

PANEL 2.02 DAY 2 (DEC 13) Hours: 12.50-15.50 Room 554
CONTINUITIES AND TRANSFORMATIONS IN THE SINO-MYANMAR FRONTIER: CROSS-BORDER RELIGIOUS, COMMERCIAL, AND MILITIA NETWORKS, 1765-2015
Convenor: Masao Imamura (Kyoto University)
Panelists:
1. Opium on the Sino-Shan Frontier: A Decentered, Macro Historical, Subnational Perspective
   John Buchanan (University of Washington)
2. Cross-border Movement between Burma and China during the Cold War
   Wen-Chin Chang (Academia Sinica)
3. Command on the Forests: International Relations of Southeast Asia as Viewed from the Highlands
   Tatsuki Kataoka (Kyoto University)
4. Tài Buddhist Practices and Cross-border Networks in the China-Myanmar Frontier
   Takahiro Kojima (Kyoto University)
5. Geopolitics of Protestant Evangelism: Making and Breaking of Spatial Boundaries by Christian Missionaries in Myanmar
   Masao Imamura (Kyoto University)
6. Local Politics and Livelihoods in Wa Region, Myanmar
   Andrew Ong (Harvard University)
7. How Kachin Nationalist Cosmologies Contradict and Confirm the China-Burma Border
   Laur Kiik (Tallin University)

PANEL 2.03 DAY 2 (DEC 13) Hours: 9.30-11.30 Room J
THE CONTESTED HISTORIES OF MOBILITY AND CONNECTION IN SOUTHEAST ASIA
Convenor: Joshua Gedacht (National University of Singapore)
Panelists:
1. From ‘al-Jawiyyin’ to ‘de Djawa Kolonie te Mekka’: Mobility and Historical Connections of Java and Arabia
   Dadi Darmadi (Syarif Hidayatullah State Islamic University)
2. Re-Situating the Dutch-Aceh War in the Indian Ocean
   Joshua Gedacht (National University of Singapore)
3. Southeast Asia through the Eyes of Muslims from China: Diasporic Networks in the Twentieth Century
   Hyeju Jeong (Duke University)
4. Historical Links of Chinese Migrant Communities along the Eastern Coast of the Bay of Bengal in The Nineteenth Century
   Yi Li (Nanyang Technological University)
   Discussant: Michael Feener (National University of Singapore)

PANEL 2.04 DAY 2 (DEC 13) Hours: 12.50-15.50 Room 510
THE FIRST COLONIZERS OF ISLAND SOUTHEAST ASIA AND THE PACIFIC
Convenor: Alfred Pawlik (University of The Philippines, Diliman)
Panelists:
1. Late Pleistocene Lifestyle Adaptive to the Island in Okinawa
   Masaki Fujita (Okinawa Prefectural Museum and Art Museum), et al.
2. Re-Evaluation of the Association of Stone-Tools with the Philippine Megafauna from New Fieldwork in the Kalinga-Apayao Region (Luzon Island)
   Thomas Ingicco (University of the Philippines), et al.
3. Question of the First Ryukyu Islanders
   Youisuke Kaifu (National Museum of Nature and Science)
4. Ecological Modelling as A Means of Determining the Environmental Impacts of Human Migration through Wallacea
   Julien Louys (Australian National University), et al.
5. Human Foraging Strategies following First Settlement in the Wallacean Islands of East Nusa Tengarra
   Sue O’Connor (Australian National University), et al.
6. The First Colonizations and Maritime Networks in Northern Maluku Islands during the late Pleistocene and Holocene
   Rintaro Ono (Tokai University), et al.
7. Early Islanders and Maritime Voyages in the Terminal Pleistocene and Early Holocene
   Alfred Pawlik (University of the Philippines)
8. Early Occupation in Sahul – A View from the North
   Glenn R. Summerhayes (University of Otago) and Judith Field (University of New South Wales)

PANEL 2.05  DAY 2 (DEC 13)  Hours: 9.30-11.30  Room 509
INCLUSION AND EXCLUSION IN SOUTH EAST ASIA: MARGINALIZATION, IDENTITY, AND THE STATE
Convenor: Kathrina bte DP Haji Mohd Daud (Universiti Brunei Darussalam)
Panelists:
1. Persuasion Versus Coercion in Indonesia's Responses to its Militant Threats
   Paul J Carnegie (Universiti Brunei Darussalam)
2. New Wave Malay Film Makers and the New Malaysian Cinema: A Discourse on Agency and Counter-Narrations of the Nation
   Zawawi Ibrahim (Universiti Brunei Darussalam)
3. Writing from the Margins: Deconstructing Symbols of Authority in Bruneian Writing
   Kathrina bte DP Haji Mohd Daud (Universiti Brunei Darussalam)
4. Malay Literature: An Alternative Documentation of Social History
   Annaliza Binte Bakri (National University of Singapore)

PANEL 2.06  DAY 2 (DEC 13)  Hours: 12.50-15.50  Room 501
KNOWLEDGE AND SENSIIBILITY IN THE LITERATURE AND PERFORMANCE OF EARLY MAINLAND SOUTHEAST ASIA
Convenor: Christopher Baker (Chulalongkorn University)
Panelists:
   Christopher Baker (Chulalongkorn University) and Pasuk Phongpaichit (Chulalongkorn University)
2. The Catalog in Lilit Phra Law: More than Just a Literary Device?
   Robert Bickner (University of Wisconsin-Madison)
3. Ethnic Categories and Political Knowledge in Early Modern Thai and Muang Verse
   Matthew Reeder (Cornell University)
4. Telling "Virtue" through Tales and Ritual Dances: Common Themes in Nora of Southern Thailand, Mak Yong of Malaysia, and Barong of Bali
   Cholthira Satyawadhna (Walailak University) and Kanit Sripaoraya (Universiti Malaysia Kelantan)
5. Music and Dance in Pre-colonial Cambodia
Helene Nut Suppya (Leiden University; Institut National des Langues et Civilisations Orientales; Universität zu Köln)
6. People Make Their Own World: Folktale as Conceptions of the World and Life of Ordinary People in Cambodia
Thibodi Buakamsri (University of California, Berkeley)

PANEL 2.07  DAY 2 (DEC 13)  Hours: 9.30-11.30  Room 552
REGIONAL INTEGRATION OF EAST ASIA
Convenor: Jae Hyeok Shin (Korea University)
Panelists:
1. Domestic Origins of Rising Nationalism in East Asia: Evidence from Japan
   Jae Hyeok Shin (Korea University)
2. Foundation of Regional Integration: Common or Divergent Interests?
   Yong Wook Lee (Korea University)
3. ASEAN Centrality and Regional Integration of East Asia
   Hyung Jong Kim (Yonsei University)

PANEL 2.08  DAY 2 (DEC 13)  Hours: 12.50-14.50  Room 509
LAND CONFLICTS AND STRUGGLE IN RURAL SOUTHEAST ASIA
Chair: Eduardo Tadem (University of The Philippines)
Panelists:
1. Philippine Tourism Zones: For Tourists Only (Peasants Not Allowed)
   Hazel Mercado Dizon (University of the Philippines, Diliman)
2. [Re]Creating the Lived Experiences of Women in a Struggle for Agrarian Reform in Hacienda Luisita
   Lodigario Jr., Ani Rigor (Philippine Business for Education, Inc.)
3. Reaction of a Peri-Urban Community Against Agricultural Land Appropriation for Urban Expansion of Hanoi City
   Binh Thi Thanh Nguyen (Vietnam Academy of Social Sciences)
4. The Use of History in Legal Battles with the Malaysian State
   Sandra Khor Manickam (Nanyang Technological University)
5. The Role of Local Customary Law in Nature Conservation in the Sirisori Islam Village, Saparua Island, Central Mollucas, Indonesia
   Mukhlish Jamal Musa Holle (Hokkaido University)

PANEL 2.09  DAY 2 (DEC 13)  Hours: 9.30-11.30  Room 554
NEW PHASE OF ECONOMIC GROWTH IN SOUTHEAST ASIA
Convenor: Fumiharu Mieno (Kyoto University)
Panelists:
   Fumiharu Mieno (Kyoto University)
2. Alternative Growth Model of East Asia, from Export-Oriented One to Regional Demand-Led Growth Model
   Kosuke Mizuno (Kyoto University)
3. Functional Income Distribution and Growth in Thailand: A Post Keynesian Econometric Analysis
   Bruno Jetin (Universiti Brunei Darussalam)
4. Development of The Philippines Economy and Soft Power International Networks
   Cayetano Paderanga (University of the Philippines)
5. Sources of Post-MFA Productivity Change in the Cambodian Garment Industry
   Vixathep Souksavanh (Kyoto University)
6. Economic Governance: What Can We Learn from the Experiences of Thailand, Indonesia and The Philippines?
   Shingo Mikamo (Shinshu University)

PANEL 2.10  DAY 2 (DEC 13)  Hours: 12.50-14.50  Room 555
COMMUNITY CONTEXT OF DEVELOPMENT AND ITS (DIS)CONTENTS
Chair: Villa Vilaithong (Chulalongkorn University; Kyoto University)
Panelists:
1. In Their Shoes: An "Underground" Network of Shoemakers in The Philippines’ Footwear Capital
   Concepcion Rapisora Lagos (University of Asia and the Pacific)
2. Street Vendors and Networks: Adaptation in Bangkok
   Niti Pawakapan (Chulalongkorn University)
3. Role of Credit Union in Capital Formation in Rural West Kalimantan
   Pujo Semedi Hargo Yuwono (Gadjah Mada University)
4. Pagsanda in Sulu: Informal Credit and Conflict Risks in the Southern Philippines
   Jamail Abdul Kamlian (Mindanao State University, Iligan Institute of Technology)
5. Rationalizing The Irrational: Evidence-informed Policy Making in the Context of A Decentralized Philippine State
   Anne Lan Kagahastian Candelaria (Ateneo de Manila University)

PANEL 2.11 DAY 2 (DEC 13)  Hours: 15.00-17.00  Room 663
EXPANDING ENVIRONMENTAL CONSCIOUSNESS THROUGH MULTI-SCALAR MOVEMENTS IN URBAN ASIA
Convenor: Rita Padawangi (National University of Singapore)
Panelists:
   Mike Douglass (National University of Singapore)
2. Between Infrastructure and Eviction: Feeling Future Politics in A Thai City
   Eli Elinoiff (National University of Singapore)
3. Reclaiming the River: Multiple Discourses of Social Movements and Urban Projects
   Rita Padawangi (National University of Singapore)
4. Reconstructing Landscapes, Townscapes and Lifescapes: ‘Re-Mooring’ after Disaster in Japan
   Tyson Vaughan (National University of Singapore)

PANEL 2.12 DAY 2 (DEC 13)  Hours: 9.30-11.30  Room I
CLIMATE CHANGE AND ADAPTATIONS IN THE REGION
Chair: Kozo Matsubayashi (Kyoto University)
Panelists:
1. The Impacts of Climate Change on Food Security and How ASEAN Deals with This Issue
   Kanyakarn Sathiansukon (Suan Dusit Rajabhat University)
2. Impact of Climate Change on Rainfall Extremes in Thailand
   Ke-Sheng Cheng, et al. (National Taiwan University)
   Kerby Clado Alvarez (University of The Philippines, Diliman)
   Rhino Ariiefiansyah (Universitas Indonesia)
5. An Application of Supply Chain Analyses to Assess Indirect Vulnerability to Climate Change: An Assessment of the Energy Supply Chain of Metro Manila
   Marion Lara Ledesma Tan (Ateneo de Manila University)

PANEL 2.13 DAY 2 (DEC 13)  Hours: 15.00-17.00  Room 103
RE-REPRESENTING ARTS: THE TRANSFORMATION FROM ARTS TO ARTS
Convenor: Pram Sounsamut (Chulalongkorn University)
Panelists:
1. Food and Passion: Food as a Representing Emotion of Love in Narrative
   Pram Sounsamut (Chulalongkorn University)
2. The Representation of Ramakien Bas-Reliefs and the Verse Describing at Phra Chetuphon Temple: The Meaning and Significance in Buddhist Context
   Thaneerat Jatuthasri (Chulalongkorn University)
3. The “Beautification” of Thai Literature Scenes in Masterpiece Handicrafts: A Case Study on Royal Masterpieces SHOWCASING in the EXHIBITION "Arts of the Kingdom" at Ananta Samakhom Throne Hall
Vannaporn Phongpheng (Mahidol University)
4. Earth Art and Nature Imagery in Pin Sasao’s Green Poetry
Keerati Dhanachai (Mahasarakham University)

PANEL 2.14  DAY 2 (DEC 13)  Hours: 15.00-17.00  Room I
DISASTER AND COMMUNITY RESILIENCE
Chair: Noboru Ishikawa (Kyoto University)
Panelists:
1. Kinahrejo: The Hamlet Lost of the 2010 Merapi Eruption
Ratnawati Yuni Suryandari (Esa Unggul University)
2. Picturing Women’s Disaster Governance: Participatory Photography in The Philippines
Yanjun Cai (University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa; University of the Philippines, Diliman)
3. Assessing the Effectiveness of the Decentralization Policy on Disaster Risk Reduction and Management: The Case of Hagonoy, Bulacan, Philippines
Kristine Fолосesco Aspiras and Arlene de Regla Santiago (University of the Philippines)
4. After the 2011 Floods: Is Bangkok just as Vulnerable to Future Floods?
Danny Marks (University of Sydney)
5. Epizootics and the Animal Disease Control Campaign as Disasters: Filipino Vulnerability to Livestock Contagions and Colonial Policies, 1899-1934
Arleigh Ross Dela Cruz (De La Salle University)

PANEL 2.15  DAY 2 (DEC 13)  Hours: 9.30-11.30  Room 555
THE POLITICS OF IDEAS AND STATE TRANSFORMATION
Convenor: Veerayooth Kanchoochat (National Graduate Institute for Policy Studies)
Panelists:
1. Liberalization of What? Revisiting the Philippine “Liberalization” Policy in the 1960s
Yusuke Takagi (National Graduate Institute for Policy Studies)
2. A Leftist Revolution by Anti-communist Military: 1962 Coup D'état in Myanmar through Politics of Ideas
Yoshihiro Nakanishi (Kyoto University)
3. Capacity Without Priority? Thailand’s Technocratic Prioritization and its Developmental Path
Veerayooth Kanchoochat (National Graduate Institute for Policy Studies)
4. Crony Capitalism, People Power, and (Anti-) Developmentalism in and Beyond The Philippines: The 1986 EDSA Revolt as Event and Explanation
Caroline Hau (Kyoto University)
Discussants:
1. Akira Suehiro (University of Tokyo)
2. Keiichi Tsunekawa (National Graduate Institute for Policy Studies)

PANEL 2.16  DAY 2 (DEC 13)  Hours: 12.50-14.50  Room I
TRADE AND ENVIRONMENT IN EARLY MODERN SOUTHEAST ASIA
Convenor: Anthony Reid (Australian National University)
Panelists:
1. War and Environment in Eastern Eurasia during the Century of Warfare, c. 1550-1683
Laichen Sun (California State University, Fullerton)
2. Black Gold: Pepper Cultivation and Climate Variability in Camarines and Tayabas (Southern Luzon), Philippines, 1781-1801
James Warren (Murdoch University)
3. Trade and Environment in Central Vietnam’s Age of Commerce
Tana Li (Australian National University)
4. Deforestation and Sugar Industry in East Banten and the Ommelanden of Batavia in the Late Eighteenth century
Atsushi Ota (Hiroshima University)

PANEL 2.17  DAY 2 (DEC 13)  Hours: 12.50-15.20  Room 665
BUSINESS NETWORK AND ENTREPRENEURSHIP IN HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE
Chair: Kosuke Mizuno (Kyoto University)
Panelists:
1. Between Silver and Opium: The Edible Bird’s Nest Trade in the Late 18th Century Global Economy
   Ya Moi Pham (Binghamton University)
2. Radix China and Putchock of India: Herbal Exchange around Maritime Asia via the VOC during the 17th Century
   Weichung Cheng (Academia Sinica)
3. The Chinese Businesses in Decolonizing Indonesia and Vietnam, 1930s-1960s
   Thuy Van Pham (Vietnam National University)
   Kazuko Tsuzuki (Senior Overseas Volunteer Associates)
5. A Commodity Boom Deferred?: Oil Palm and the Developmental State in Late Colonial Malaya, 1918-1957
   Brian Zbriger (Binghamton University)
6. The Flow of Western brand-name Goods to South Vietnam in the 1960s: The Role of the South Vietnam Commercial Banking system
   Ha Thi Hong Pham (Vietnam Academy of Social Sciences)

PANEL 2.18   DAY 2 (DEC 13)   Hours: 9.30-11.30   Room 104
BEYOND FIXED GEOGRAPHIES: DIASPORA AND ALTERNATIVE CONCEPTIONS OF SOUTHEAST ASIA (1)
Convenor: Charlotte Setijadi (Nanyang Technological University)
Panelists:
1. Remembering the Cold War: Indonesian Communist Exile and China
   Taomo Zhou (Nanyang Technological University)
2. Happy Reunion or Dangerous Liaisons? China Rising and Its Implications for Ethnic Chinese Communities in Indonesia, Malaysia and Thailand
   Charlotte Setijadi (Nanyang Technological University)
3. Of States, Markets, and Networks: The PRC and the Ethnic Chinese in Southeast Asia
   Els Van Dongen (Nanyang Technological University)
4. Bridging China and Indonesia: The Role of Chinese Organizations in Shaping New Diasporic Identities
   Aimee Dawis (University of Indonesia)
5. New Chinese Migration to Southeast Asia: Comparative Perspectives From Singapore and Indonesia
   Johanes Herlijanto (Bina Nusantara University)
6. Culture and Commerce: China’s Soft Power Initiative in Thailand
   Kornphanat Tungkeunkunt (Thammasat University)
   Discussant: Hong Liu (Nanyang Technological University)

PANEL 2.19   DAY 2 (DEC 13)   Hours: 12.50-14.50   Room 104
BEYOND FIXED GEOGRAPHIES: DIASPORA AND ALTERNATIVE CONCEPTIONS OF SOUTHEAST ASIA (2)
Convenor: Charlotte Setijadi (Nanyang Technological University)
Panelists:
1. Ethnic Indian Film Producers in Indonesia
   Thomas Barker (University of Nottingham Malaysia Campus)
2. Differentiating Diasporas: "Indian" as Ethnic Resource
   Laavanya Kathiravelu (Nanyang Technological University)
3. Migration System and Diasporic Identity: Indonesian Domestic Workers in Hong Kong
   Wayne Palmer (City University of Hong Kong)
4. Beyond Ethnic Economy: Entrepreneurship, Community Building, and Political Recognition of Indonesian Migrant in Taiwan
   Paulus Rudolf Yuniarto (Tokyo Metropolitan University)
5. Religious Capability and Civil Engagement of Indonesian Muslim Youth in Taiwan
PANEL 2.20  DAY 2 (DEC 13)  Hours: 15.00-17.00  Room J
WOMEN AND POLITICS IN THE REGION
Chair: Masaaki Okamoto (Kyoto University)
Panelists:
1. Gender and "Development": What do "Empowerment" and "Security" Mean to Women Beneficiaries of Economic Development Projects in Mekong Countries? (Focus on Cambodia, Lao PDR, Myanmar and Viet Nam)
   Philippe H. Doneys (Asian Institute of Technology)
2. Gender, "Development" and Social Protection: How Can Women’s Organizations Respond to Inter-community Conflict in Mekong Countries? (Focus on Thailand and Myanmar)
   Duanghathai Buranajaroenkij (Mahidol University) and Donna L. Doane (Asian Institute of Technology)
3. Political Women in Asia: Comparative Study of Myanmar and Thailand
   Pannin Sumanasrethakul (National Institute of Development Administration)
4. The Distant Relationship of Women’s Civil Society Organizations (CSOs) and Political Parties in Post-Suharto Indonesia
   Aditya Perdana (University of Indonesia)
5. The Power of One: Lawmaker Lee Jasmine's "Politics of Representation" in the National Assembly of Korea
   Jiwon Suh (Sogang University)

SPECIAL PANEL 2.21  DAY 2 (DEC 13)  Hours: 9.30-11.30  Room 103
WRITING FOR PUBLICATION: WHAT EDITORS LOOK FOR, AND COMMON MISTAKES BY AUTHORS (2)
Convenor: Paul Kratoska (National University of Singapore)
Panelists:
1. Paul Kratoska (Publishing Director, NUS Press; Editor, Journal of the Malaysian Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society; Former Editor, Journal of Southeast Asian Studies)
2. Robert Chard (Managing Editor, International Journal of Asian Studies)
3. Janus Isaac Nolasco (Managing Editor, Asian Studies)

PANEL 2.22  DAY 2 (DEC 13)  Hours: 12.50-14.50  Room 552
LEFTIST WRITINGS IN SOUTHEAST ASIA: NEW INSIGHTS AND REINTERPRETATIONS ON OFFICIAL HISTORY
Convenor: Jafar Suryomenggolo (Kyoto University)
Panelists:
1. Brothers (1962): Jose Mutomoa Sison's Early Poetry
   Ramon Guillermo (University of the Philippines, Diliman)
2. Words and the World: University and Polytechnic Student Activists in Singapore, 1945-75
   Kah Seng Loh (Sogang University)
3. Literary Ethics and Citizenship in Jin Zhimang’s Hunger
   Ying Xin Show (Nanyang Technological University)
4. Gender, Politics and Leftist Literature: Rereading Rukiah's Literary Works
   Yerry Wirawan (Sanata Dharma University)
5. Rereading Jit Phumisak under Thailand's Current Political Situation
   Piyada Chonlaworn (Ritsumeikan University)

PANEL 2.23  DAY 2 (DEC 13)  Hours: 15.00-17.00  Room 664
COOPERATIVE COMPETITION, GOVERNANCE, STRATEGIC ENGAGEMENT, AND TRUST IN SOUTHEAST ASIA
Convenor: Youngho Chang (Nanyang Technological University)
Panelists:
1. A Seamless ASEAN for Mobilities, Connectivity and Exchanges: Energy Market Integration and Cooperative Competition
   Youngho Chang (Nanyang Technological University)
2. Governing the Mekong River: Rise of China and the Prospectus for a Basin-wide Approach to A Shared Lifeline
   Heejin Han (National University of Singapore)
3. Foreign Policy Realignment: Japan's Strategic Hedging through Reengagement with Southeast Asia
   Nagy Stephen (International Christian University)
4. The Political Economy of Energy Resources between China and ASEAN States: Opportunity and Challenge
   Siyang Zhao and Zhenjiang Zhang (Jinan University)
4. The Progress and Prospect of the Greater Mekong Sub-Regional Cooperation
   Zhi Liu (Yunnan University)

PANEL 2.24  DAY 2 (DEC 13)  Hours: 9.30-11.30  Room 662
SOCIAL AND CULTURAL FOUNDATIONS OF CARE IN RURAL SOUTHEAST ASIA
Convenor: Yoko Hayami (Kyoto University)
Panelists:
1. Socialist Legacy in Gender and Care Policies: Focusing on Rural Vietnam
   Tran Thi Minh Thi (Vietnam Academy of Social Sciences)
   Atsufumi Kato (University of Tokyo)
   Yoko Hayami (Kyoto University)
4. Community Care in the Tai Lue village in Nan
   Yuji Baba (Kyoto Bunkyo University)
5. Overseas Filipino Workers, Retired and Back Home
   Naomi Hosoda (Kagawa University)

PANEL 2.25  DAY 2 (DEC 13)  Hours: 12.50-14.50  Room 662
UNDERSTANDING LAND AND RESOURCE GRABBING: IMPLICATIONS FOR POLICY AND GOVERNANCE
Convenor: Arze Glipo Carasco (Asia Pacific Network for Food Sovereignty)
Panelists:
1. REDD, Forest Grab and Implications on IP and Forest Dwellers’ Rights
   Arze Glipo Carasco (Asia Pacific Network for Food Sovereignty)
2. Global Trends in Land and Resource Grabbing
   Ananeza Ahan (Integrated Rural Development Foundation)
3. Hydropower Dams, Water Grabbing and their Impacts on Communities' Livelihood Living in Downstream Areas.
   My Hao Tra Hoang (Center for Social Research and Development, Vietnam)
4. Critical Examination of Resources Grabbing (Land and Minerals) and Violence in The Philippines: Resistance and Instrumental Adaptation in Mindanao and Palawan
   Dominique Caouette (Université de Montréal)

PANEL 2.26  DAY 2 (DEC 13)  Hours: 15.00-17.00  Room 104
FURTHER DIALOGUE WITH THE DISCIPLINES
Convenor: Anthony Milner (ISIS Malaysia; Australian National University)
Panelists:
1. From Southeast Asia Studies to ASEAN studies: The Paradoxes of Regional History Education
   Filomeno V. Aguilar (Ateneo de Manila University)
2. Is Culture to Nature like Inside to Outside in Southeast Asia?
   Guido Sprenger (Heidelberg University)
3. Contest in the South China Sea: Shared Histories?
   Reynaldo Ileto (S. Rajaratnam School of International Studies)
4. Southeast Asian Identities in International Relations
Anthony Milner (Institute of Strategic and International Studies, Malaysia; Australian National University)

PANEL 2.27  DAY 2 (DEC 13)  Hours: 9.30-11.30  Room 663
RURAL ALTERNATIVES IN SOUTHEAST ASIA
Chair: Mitsuaki Nishibuchi (Kyoto University)
Panelists:
   Ralph Gust-Frenger (Peng LeFu) (National Chi Nan University)
2. Challenge of Fair Trade: A Survival Strategy of the Rural Poor in The Philippines
   Kazuhiro Ota (Kobe University)
3. A Tale of Two Farmers’ Movements in Thailand
   Somchai Phatharathananunth (Mahasarakham University)
4. Engendering Struggles over Forest and Local-National Dynamics of REDD+ in the Central Highlands of Vietnam
   Hao Phuong Phan (Vietnam Academy of Social Sciences)

PANEL 2.28  DAY 2 (DEC 13)  Hours: 12.50-14.50  Room J
ETHNIC RELATIONS AND POLITICS IN CONTEMPORARY SOUTHEAST ASIA
Chair: Ikrar Nusa Bhakti (Indonesian Institute of Sciences)
Panelists:
1. Inter-Ethnic Relationships in Myanmar: How do Ethnic Chinese in Mandalay Perceive Anti-Chinese Manifestations?
   Ni-Ni Peng (National Chi Nan University)
2. Derailing Violence to Peace: The Role of Government’s Compassionate Elites and Rebel’s Civil Elites in Aceh Conflict
   Edwin Martua Bangun Tambunan (Flinders University)
3. Songs of Self-Definition: The Ata amid Land Conflict, Murder, and Aim for Peace
   Maria Christine Macainan Muyco (University of the Philippines)
4. Nation and Bodies Re-imagined: Hygiene Campaigns, Nation Building and Biopolitics in Post-War Peninsular Malaysia
   Heong Hong Por (Universiti Sains Malaysia)

PANEL 2.29  DAY 2 (DEC 13)  Hours: 12.50-14.50  Room 103
FAMILY AND TRANSNATIONAL KINSHIP
Chair: Ryota Sakamoto (Kyoto University)
Panelists:
   Simon Duncan (Independent)
2. Academic South East Asian Women: International Mobility and Career Paths
   Therese Nguyen Thi Phuong Tam (National University of Timor Lorosa'e)
3. Who Marries Whom: Development, Social Change, and Marriage Pairing Patterns in Indonesia
   Ariane Utomo (Australian National University)
4. Care, Intra-and Inter-Generational Relationship of Korean Adolescents of Low-Income Families who have "Foreign Bride" Stepmothers
   Jeehun Kim (Inha University)
   Leng Leng Thang (National University of Singapore) and Mika Toyota (Rikkyo University)

PANEL 2.30  DAY 2 (DEC 13)  Hours: 9.30-11.30  Room K
TRANSBOUNDARY ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES IN SOUTH EAST ASIA
Convenor: Osamu Kozan (Kyoto University)
Panelists:
1. Tropical Peatland Fire and Carbon Dioxide Emissions in Southeast Asia
Mitsuru Osaki (Hokkaido University)

2. Transboundary Pollution and South East Asian Haze
Euston Quah (Nanyang Technological University)

3. Physical Climatology of Indonesian Maritime Continent: An Overview to Comprehend Observational Studies
Manabu Yamanaka (Japan Agency for Marine-Earth Science and Technology)

4. Sustainable Rehabilitation of Tropical Peat Swamp Forest Ecosystem
Haris Gunawan (Riau University)

5. Slash-and-Burn in Indonesia: Environmental and Social Outcomes Beyond Borders
Md Saidul Islam (Nanyang Technological University)

PANEL 2.31  DAY 2 (DEC 13)  Hours: 12.50-14.50  Room 663
SOUTHEAST ASIAN MEGA-CITIES AT THE CROSSROADS? : URBAN DYNAMICS, ECONOMIC DISPARITIES AND POLITICAL CONFLICT
Convenor: Tamaki Endo (Saitama University)
Panelists:
1. Southeast Asian Mega-Cities at the Crossroad?
   Tamaki Endo (Saitama University)
2. Politics of A “Sandwich City”: Governing the Multinational Social Multilayers in Bangkok
   Nobuhiro Aizawa (Kyushu University)
3. Politics of Urban Informality: From the Perspective of Everyday Security Practice of the Urban Poor in Metro Manila
   Wataru Kusaka (Nagoya University)
4. From Discourse to Action: Hanoi as A Post-Socialist Entrepreneurial City?
   Thi Mai Thoa Tran (Independent)
5. "Safe City" Policies and Mobile Retail: Realities and Responses from Street Vendors in Bangkok and Istanbul
   Chaitawat Boonjubun (University of Helsinki)

PANEL 2.32  DAY 2 (DEC 13)  Hours: 15.00-17.00  Room 509
FOSTERING BICULTURALISM/ MULTICULTURALISM: THE TRANSFORMATION OF CULTURAL AND RELIGIOUS ORGANIZATIONS IN SINGAPORE AND MALAYSIA
Convenor: Cheuk Yin Lee (National University of Singapore)
Panelists:
1. National Hero as Local God: The Worship of the Guan Di in Singapore, Malaysia and Vietnam
   Cheuk Yin Lee (National University of Singapore)
   Chee Kiong Tong (Universiti Brunei Darussalam)
3. Fostering Biculturalism: The Nanyang Confucian Association of Singapore
   Ying Kit Chan (Princeton University)

PANEL 2.33  DAY 2 (DEC 13)  Hours: 9.30-11.30  Room 664
RESOURCE POLITICS IN SOUTHEAST ASIA: HISTORY AND CONTEMPORARY POLICY CHALLENGES
Convenor: Jin Sato (University of Tokyo)
Panelists:
1. Mining and the Politics of Growth in The Philippines
   Jewellord Nem Singh (University of Sheffield)
2. Letting Resources Go: Under-use of the Rice Terraces in Japanese Rural Area
   Rei Asada (Shinshu University)
3. Resource Administration in Southeast Asia: A Comparison
   Jin Sato (University of Tokyo)
4. Chinese Energy Resource "Grab" in Southeast Asia, its Impact and Implications: Case Study of Myanmar and Indonesia
   Zhao Hong (Institute of Southeast Asian Studies, Singapore)
5. Dependency and energy security: the case of Southeast Asian countries
   Kamonphorn Kanchana (Kyoto University)
CONFUCIUS INSTITUTES IN SOUTHEAST ASIA: A CRITICAL ASSESSMENT
Convenor: Michael Hsiao Hsin-Huang (Academia Sinica)
Panelists:
1. Trade, Investment and China’s Bilateral Cultural Ties: A Survey of Confucius Institutes in Southeast Asia
   Michael Hsiao Hsin-Huang (Academia Sinica) and Chen Ian Tsung-Yen (National Chengchi University)
2. Bilateralizing Confucius Institutes between China and Southeast Asia: A Typological Analysis
   Michael Hsiao Hsin-Huang (Academia Sinica) and Alan Hao Yang (National Chengchi University)
3. Confucius Institute in Vietnam: An Inside Story
   Van Chinh Nguyen (Vietnam National University)
   Non Naprathansuk (Maejo University)

NEW APPROACHES TO THE RESEARCH AND PRESERVATION OF CAMBODIAN CULTURAL HERITAGE
Convenor: Bong Sovath (Royal University of Fine Arts) and Satoru Kobayashi (Kyoto University)
Panelists:
1. New Approach and Vision of Cambodia for Enriching Human Resource in Archaeology and Cultural Heritage Experts
   Mourn Sopheap (Royal University of Fine Arts)
2. New Approach on Inventory and Management of Cambodian Antiquities
   Kong Vireak (Royal University of Fine Arts)
3. New Approach in Formulating Legal Tools on Protection and Management of Cambodian Cultural Heritage
   Theng Penrhith (Ministry of Culture and Fine Arts)
4. Archaeological Sites Inventory in Cambodia
   Phann Nady (Royal University of Fine Arts)
5. New Study to the History of Cambodia
   Prak Sonnara (Royal University of Fine Arts)
6. The New Approach to the Preservation and the Promotion of Cambodian Cultural Heritage
   Long Ponnasirivath (Ministry of Culture and Fine Arts)

HISTORICIZING DIASPORIC, CREOLED AND MESTIZO CHINESE SOCIETIES IN SOUTHEAST ASIA: WILLIAM SKINNER’S OVERSEAS CHINESE ACCULTURATION THESIS AND BEYOND
Chair: Wasana Wongsurat (Chulalongkorn University)
Panelists:
   Wasana Wongsurat (Chulalongkorn University)
2. Inter-marriage, Inheritance, and the Reproduction of the Peranakan Chinese Elite in Nineteenth Century Java
   Guo-Quan Seng (University of Chicago)
3. Co-opting Empire: The Formation of Chinese Mestizo’s Militia of the Royal Prince in Manila, 1767-1786
   Ruth De Llobet (National University of Singapore)
   Discussant: Caroline Hau (Kyoto University)

LITERARY ENVIRONMENTALISM IN THE FILIPINO EXPERIENCES
Convenor: Hope Sabanpan Yu (University of San Carlos)
Panelists:
1. The Fiction of Maria Kabigon  
   Joanalyn Papel Gabales (University of The Philippines, Cebu)
2. Anticipated Arguments  
   Raphael Dean Polinar (University of San Carlos)
3. A new field of Possibilities in Cebuano poetry  
   Hope Sabanpan Yu (University of San Carlos)

PANEL 2.38  DAY 2 (DEC 13)  Hours: 9.30-11.30  Room 510
SUBJECTION AND SUBVERSION: RETHINKING ANTAGONISMS IN THAI HISTORY, LITERATURE AND SOCIETY
Convenor: Sing Suwannakij (Chiang Mai University)
Panelists:
1. Rethinking Thai History and Self: The Ontology of Image and Time  
   Sing Suwannakij (Chiang Mai University)
   Davisakd Puaksom (Naresuan University)
3. Shock of Global Capitalism and Social Imagination of Burmese Worker in Suwannaphumi International Airport  
   Nakai Senjo (Chulalongkorn University)
4. Change and Resistance in the Representation of Isan in Thai Short Stories, 2008-2013  
   Janit Feangfu (Chiang Mai University)
5. All That Glitters: Craft, Decoration and Queer Aesthetics in the Art of Jakkai Siributr  
   Brian Anthony Curtin (Bangkok University)

PANEL 2.39  DAY 2 (DEC 13)  Hours: 15.00-17.00  Room K
SOCCER, SOUTHEAST ASIAN GAMES, MASCULINITY, AND A NEW HISTORY OF SOUTHEAST ASIA
Convenor: Wasan Panyagaew (Chiang Mai University)
Panelists:
1. Soccer, Power, Popular Culture, and Thai Masculinity  
   Wasan Panyagaew (Chiang Mai University)
2. Football in Siam around the Turn of the Twentieth Century: Social Classes, Civilities, and Masculinities  
   Charn Panarut (University of Sydney)
3. The Militarist Masculine Foundations of the Southeast Asian Games in the Context of the Cold War  
   Simon Creak (University of Melbourne)

PANEL 2.40  DAY 2 (DEC 13)  Hours: 15.00-17.00  Room 555
ECOLOGICAL STRUCTURE OF BATAD RICE TERRACES’ COMMUNITY ADAPTATION
Convenor: Nappy Lacorte Navarra (University of the Philippines)
Panelists:
1. Analysis of the Cultural Landscape Dynamics Forming the Ifugao Community of Batad Rice Terraces  
   Cathe Desiree Suan Nadal (University of the Philippines)
2. Taking Shape: The Evolution, Transformation and Adaptation Responses of the Modern Batad “Bale”  
   Marie Edraline Bantuan Belga (University of the Philippines)
3. Analysis of The Ecological Structure of the Batad Rice Terraces  
   Nappy Lacorte Navarra (University of the Philippines)